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There  are  applications  that  require ADCs that digitize signals a t  a 
wide range of bandwidth a t  vabing resolution. Clearly, a conven- 
tional ADC with fLwd topology and  parameters  cannot accomplish 
this  task  efiiciently An alternate  approach is to employ an array of 
ADCs, each customized to work in  narrow  ranges of rcsolution and 
input  bandwidth.  Such a system would occupy a prohibitively large 
area to achieve optimal power consumption at tine granularity G W T  

bandwidth  and  resolution. A single ADC with  reconfigurable para- 
meters and reconfigxable topology would be able to achieve the 
above  goal.  Prior  reconfiyrable ADCs {1,2], however. have  limited 
reconfrgutability This ADC provides a significantly  larger reconfig- 
urability  space. 

The concept of this ADC stems from the  observation  that cerklain 
ADC architectures such as  the pipeline  and LA ADC topologies are 
composed of the same basic components  such as opamps, cornpara- 
tors, switches and capacitors.  The difference betwcen them, from a 
network  perspective, is the interconnection t,e!twwn dwiccs. Thus, a 
converter composed of t,llese basic building bloeks in conjunction 
with  a codiyrakle  switch  matrix,  can  adapt to these  different 
topologies and work a t  different resolutions and bandwidths, 
Performance  degradation due to switch  parasitics is minimized by 
maximizing re-use of switches  hetween  different ntodes. 

The reconfigurable ADC consists of severaI basic building blocks as 
shown in Figure  3.6.la. The main  reconfiguration logic utilizes a 
userdefined 'configuration-word' to determine  the global structure 
of the ADC and the state of each block. The PLL shnwn in Figure 
3.6.la  determines  the  appropriate bias current of the opamps. Each 
basic  building block contains block reconfiguration logic that con- 
trols the static connection as wall as  the clw!&g of the switches. I t  
also contains  one opamp, the switch matrix, and a decision block. 
Reconfiguration of this ADC occurs a t  3 levels: (1) architecture 
reconfiguration - involving the choice of either the pipeline uc IA 
t,opologics. T h e  ADC is in ZA mode for resolution greater  than  12b 
and  in pipeline mode for lower resolutions. (2) resolution reconfigu- 
ration - in the pipeline mode. size af the capacitors  and length of the 
pipeline can be modificd while the ZA relies on variation of owr-  
sampling ratio (OSR) t o  change  resolution. Variation of the OSR nt 
a fixed input  bandwidth as well as  the variation of the  input  band- 
width  in  either of  the modes demands a method by which the power 
eonsumption ofthe ADC can  track  the  sampling rate. (31 This is done 
through  bandwidth  reconfiguration - where a phase-locked loop 
(PLL) senses  the clock frequency and  varies the bias current of the 
opamps automatically. 

To minimize ADC power consumption, consecutive stages of the 
pipeline mode ADC share the  same  opamp [3]. Overall offset of the 
ADC is corrected by chopping the ADC as  a single block every clock 
cycle. Since  each basic building  blwk  shown in Figure 3.fi.la con- 
tains one  opamp,  each block encapsulates 2 stages of the pipeline 
ADC. Additionally, consecutive blocks employ opamps  and  capaci- 
tors that are scaled with respect, to che preceding block. An inter- 
stage scale  factvr of V 2  (inter-block  scale factor of 'I,) is selected to 
have a consecutive block thermal noise ratio of I'. Figure 3.6.lb 
illustrates the resolution  reconfiguring methodology in the pipeline 
ADC. A 12b m d e  pipeline  employs blocks El- B6, a Ilb mode 
pipeline can tolerate twice as much thermal noise and employs 
blocks E2-B7, the  10b mode employs blocks 83-87, and so on. An 
unused block is  switched off. Thus a combination of shifting  and 
truncating  maintains kT/C limited operation  and  hence minimum 
power through  varying  resolution. 

The Eb mode utilizes a 4jh.order cascade-of integrators  with  distrib- 
utfd feedback 14) and is  embedded in blocks 81-B4, each block cor- 
responding t o  a  single  integration.  The offset and I/€ noise concerns 
in the lil are addressed by chopping the first block opamp so that 
sdditional  switch  parasitics came minimal performance  reduction 
in the pipeline mode. 

Figures 3.6.2a and 3.6.2b show a typical differential-half  switched- 
capacitor core in  the pipcline and ZA modes. The circuit that is active 
in a given mode is drawn in bold. Switches Sa and Yb determine  the 
block input. C1 and CZ serve as the  sampling  and  amplifying capac- 
itors for the first stage in  this btock (odd stages  in  thc  pipeline) while 
C3 and C4 serve in t.he second stage in  the block (even stnge in  the 
pipline).  The opa~np employs a gain-enhanced telcscopic topology 
and is shared between these 2 stages. In the U mode, capacitors C1 
and C2 are mused to implenlent  coeficientz 'b' and 'a', respectively 
as illustrated in Figure 3.6.k.  while Cc and Cf implement  the 'c' 
coeflicient and  the feedback capacitance, respectively. The clocking 
(Figure 3.6.2d) of the switches is in consideration of the differing 
charge injection concerns  in  the two different  modes. Each block has 
2 pairs of comparatcrrs to implement the 1.5Wstage digital error COP 

rection scheme. A variable-threshold  comparator  implements  either 
+\'ret74 thresholds !used in all but  last  stage of pipeline mode) or 
zero threshold  (used in  last  stage of both modes). 

Figure 3.6.3a shows the PLL cnlployed for bandwidth  rcwnfigura- 
tion.  The VCO in  Figure 3.6.3b is  constructed from 3 scateddown 
ADC oparnp replicas  such t.hat the VCO frequency i8 proprtiunal to 
the unitygain frequency of these nparnps. The charge-pump  controls 
oscillatiun frequency via the VCO vpamp bias  currents.  The  same 
bias  current is also fed tn the  opamps in the  main A D C .  The ADC 
clock  is supplied to  the input of the PLL. During locked conditions, 
the VCO oscillation frequency matches  the clock frequency, fixing 
the bias currents of the ADC opamps. Thus, the  settling  time o f  the 
ADC opamps is matched to the ;IDC clock. 

The ADC is  fabricated  in  a TSMC O.6pm DPTM ChlOS process and 
occupies 10.5x7.6mm' die area.  The  seconfiyrable ADC inkinsical- 
ly requires an area  slightly  larger  than  a 12b ADC, however; the pro- 
totype layout is optimizPd not far area but for testability. The reso- 
lution ofthc .4DC can be varied from 6 b 15h while bias current can 
be varied over about 3 orders of magnitude (Figure 3.6.5~) corre- 
sponding to a ss~npting  rate  range of20kHz t~ 20hIHz. Figure 3.6.4a 
shows che FE'T of the ,zDC out.put in the 15b n.rode. Measured 
variation of SNR versus ,4DC analog power levels obtained by vary- 
ing clock frequency for a fixed input  bandwidth is shown  in  Figure 
3.6.4b. Figures  3.6.5a and 3.fi.5b show the measured  non-lincarity of 
the N ) C  in pipeline mode. Although the chip is designd for a ma- 
imum of 1Zb in pipeline mode. the measured INL and DNL exceeds 
t1LSB due to mismatch  among  the small capacitdrs used. Standard 
digital  calibration 151, which is notimplemented on this chip for aim- 
plicity, would correct this problem. Figure 3.6.6 provides a summary 
of rnea5urd  results. 
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Figure 3.6.t: (a) Reconfigurable ADC block diagram. ( b )  AUC reconfiguring methodology. _---_ - . 

figure 3.6.2: Switched-capacitor  care in (a )  pipeline mode, (b) IA made, 
(e) Stage showing eosHicients, (d)  Clack diagram. ; ..... ---_- - ,**,- ........ 
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Figure 3.6.3: (a) PLL block diagram, ( b )  VCO eanceplual  diagram. 
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Figure 3.6.4: (a }  FFT of I 2  outpul for Is=lOMHz, OSR 01 1024 and fin=3.l3KHt. 

( b )  Measured variation of  SHR versus  OSR a! llxed input bandwidth. The number in  parenthesis is Ihe DSR. % 
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Figure 3.6.5: Measured (a) ONL and (b) IN1 plots lor ADC i n  pipeline mode (l in=lMHz and Fc9.62KHz and Fc=2.62KHz); LS3 corresponds to 11 bit levels. 
(C)  Typical measured variation 01 bias current generated by PLL wilh changing clock trequency. _. - -----I_- - 
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Ole 4-ea 10 5mm x 7 . 6 ~  
Power Supply 2 iV4 6V 
Parameter Reconligurlng 12 doCk c ~ l e s  
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0 611m CMOS, DPTM 

Recolutim 15 bits 

3.13KH.z 
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